
 

Thoughtful Questions – Book 3 

Chapter 25 

Vivien has had to struggle and learn to make it on her own.  How has it changed her?  What has she had 
to give up?  - - How have struggle and hard times changed us?  What do we gain when we learn 
independence?  What do we lose when life pushes us to be harder and tougher than we used to be? 

Vivien initially hides her unhappiness from her family and friends.  What motivates her to do so?  Would 
therapy have been useful to someone in Vivien’s state?  - - When do we hide how we are truly feeling?  
Does it help or hurt us to not acknowledge our true situation to our family and friends?  Where can we 
let our hurt out? 

Chip accuses Vivien of their unhappiness, saying it is all because she loved another.  He conveniently 
overlooks his own lawbreaking, his deceptive courtship of Vivien, and his forcing her to move far away 
from home.  Nonetheless, does his accusation have any merit?  - - Under what pretenses have we 
entered into our own relationships?  Are we going to be called to account for our own emotional honesty 
one day by our partners? 

 

Chapter 26 

Gregory has lived through another war and has taken great risks, on top of his massive heartache.  How 
has it changed him?  - - If we have never been to war ourselves, can we have a good understanding of 
what others have had to sacrifice – or be prepared to sacrifice – on our behalf?  What obligation are we 
under as a result of their service?  What do we need to do to repay it?  If we ourselves have been to war, 
how has it changed us? 

Ferdinand has a very buoyant and boyish personality.  What are the pros and cons of such a personality 
as compared to, say, Gregory’s personality?  If Ferdinand lives to be 500 years old, would it be 
reasonable to expect that he would still be the same personality-wise?  Where have Ferdinand’s past 
hurts gone?  How has he processed them?  - - How do we process and eventually move on from our own 
hurts?  How much of our youthful enthusiasm have we been able to hold onto?  Is there any way to 
recover some of our lost exuberance? 

As Vivien’s mind drift between Chip and Gregory and Sophie over the years, so Gregory’s thoughts drift 
among the various wars and his experiences.  How is this similar to how the stream of thoughts actually 
works?  - - How do our thoughts and memories fill our minds?  Is it an orderly process of recollection?  
How much is under our control?  At times when our memories flow seemingly on their own, without our 
control, who or what is directing them? 

 



 

Gregory is hesitant to misuse donated blood, but Ferdinand makes an argument in favor of practicality.  
Where does the truth lie?  Is Ferdinand’s view entirely self-justification?  - - How do we manage to do 
what we need to do in order to live? How do we feel about eating meat that we have not cared for, not 
killed, and not prepared?  And what about the rest of our animal needs?  To what extent do we give in 
instead of exercise restraint?  Would we know when we had too much restraint? 

Gregory is critical of the appearance of New York women.  He thinks they haven’t spent enough time 
putting themselves together.  Might the far higher percentage of working women getting to their jobs, 
versus Gregory’s southern expectations, have contributed to this discrepancy?  Is his view a form of 
prejudice? Is he aware that it is?  - - What subtle prejudices do we hold?  If we don’t know, how could we 
find out?  What kinds of life experiences encourage the growth of self-knowledge? 

Gregory wallows in homesickness in a way that Vivien does not, and not only because he has more time 
to spend on it.  Is there some kind of enjoyment in it for him, or only suffering?  If only suffering, why 
does he do it? - - When have we wallowed in a glum emotion?  Why did we do it?  Was there any kind of 
enjoyment or satisfaction or utility in it for us? 

 

Chapter 27 

Vivien has at last learned one of Gregory‘s major secrets.  How is this going to change their relationship?  
Might she now understand why he would not have wanted to tell her sooner, or at all?  - - Which 
relationship have we been in that resumed after a hiatus of many years, or that suddenly changed?  Do 
the revelations of others change only them or do they also partly change us? 

Vivien’s mother is ready to welcome Gregory back now that circumstances are changed and Vivien 
might yet secure him as a husband.  Generations of women took this view, that men were primarily to 
be judged for their marriageability.  When did that begin to change?  - - How is looking at men only (or 
primarily) as marriageable material doing a disservice to men?  How might entirely disregarding 
marriageability perhaps also be unrealistic?  

The magic of Gregory and Vivien‘s relationship lies in connection.  Is their degree of connection realistic?  
- - What special moments of connection with others come to mind in our own lives? 

 

Chapter 28 

Life with a small child is exciting but stressful.  How does it strain the adults?  How does it grow their 
capacity for empathy and patience?  - - What kinds of situations were annoying and eroding at the time 
but grew our empathy and patience?  How does the “school of life” really work?  What is the learning 
for? 

 



 

Gregory imagines Sophie to be a squirrel or a bird as they are playing catch, so as to keep his predatory 
instincts from awakening.  Is this an example of him being self-restrained and prudent, or is this an 
example of him taking undue risks with someone else’s well-being?  - - When do we try to reframe our 
own thinking so as to stifle our own sinful instincts?  Are there better ways of managing temptation and 
risk? 

Gregory admits “I managed to live like this by telling myself that it is temporary.”  What is he putting up 
with or denying himself, and what is he waiting for before he will allow himself to have it?  - - What do 
we put up with – incompatible jobs, bad bosses, no longer relevant former friends, haircuts we should 
have abandoned years ago, living where we do not want to live, consuming media we don’t like, etc. … 
and we tell ourselves that we will get around to changing it one day?  What is holding us back?  If 
everything is temporary, might that perhaps also in a way mean that nothing is temporary – or that 
everything is really some other category of existence? 

Gregory wants to purchase a dress for Vivien that both shows her off and obscures her most beautiful 
physical charms.  What is it about passionate attachment that is both elevating and petty?  How is the 
link between love and jealousy really constructed?  - - Do we just let jealousy naturally arise, or is it like a 
weed that we should try to uproot?  What causes our own jealousies?  How much of the cause is 
insecurities that we could do something about and work to temper? 

 

Chapter 29 

The Easter lunch scene in Vivien’s apartment blends many real-life elements like stress, hormones, 
jealousy, embarrassment, frustration, desire, and formal manners.  Despite all this, it does not end up 
being a bad lunch.  What kinds of things are women dealing with when cooking, entertaining guests, and 
managing their own older and younger family members, all while dealing with their own shifting moods 
and hormones?  Do men really understand this?  Does Gregory get it?  - - How do we deal with similar 
times and situations in our own lives?  How do we support the women in our lives and give them space to 
handle their own challenging days? 

Gregory imagines that women must feel degraded working alongside men, but in poorer or more 
agrarian societies, women have always worked alongside men.  How might Gregory’s experiences in 
more affluent and therefore more gender-segregated society have shaped his views?  How might those 
views cause him increasing difficulty with the passage of time?  - - What views have we held that have 
had to evolve over time, or that show our age when we voice them aloud socially?  When we visit with 
older people than us, which of their views strike us as odd?  In what ways is being from a different time 
as challenging as being from a different place? 

Vivien is now more vain than she was back in New Orleans, in part due to her competitive urban job and 
due to the fact that she is now older.  What burdens does her vanity impose on her?  - - What makes us 
vain?  When we think about simplifying our lives, are our vanities something that we think we could let 



 

go of?  Why or why not?  What would it take for us to let go?  Are women more burdened by vanities 
than men?  What might men do to help? 

Gregory is clueless about work and money.  It is the most telling part of his affluence and high-class 
upbringing, yet he seems genuinely curious to learn more.  Is there, though, a part of him that looks 
down on Vivien for needing to work?  If yes, again, is he aware that this part is there? What would 
Gregory be like if he got a real job?  How would he change?  - - How do we view people who work, versus 
people who don’t?  How do we view stay-at-home parents or young retirees?  If we work, what do we 
think it does for us as people, besides providing us with an income?  Might our belief in an additional 
value not then turn around and perhaps feed a bias against those who do not work outside of the home? 

Vivien listens to Gregory‘s lack of business sense and tells him never to try to run a large insurance 
company.  How might someone like Gregory have skills that a large employer would value?  - - What 
does it mean today when companies recruit for diversity?  Is it just ethnic or racial diversity?  Diversity of 
upbringing?  What about diversity of mindset?  Is a room full of CEO-caliber individuals really a diverse 
room? 

Vivien’s anger at Mr. Dickerson arises in part because she has hidden the fact that she is a single mother 
and provider to two other people.  Is this perhaps akin to Gregory’s anger once at having to hide his war 
record?  How are the two situations similar?  - - What have we hidden that we have subsequently had 
cause to regret, or that caused us anguish? 

Vivien says that nothing has come easily to her in her life, that everything was the result of struggle.  
Then, belatedly, she remembers that Gregory had come into her life without any effort on her part 
whatsoever.  What drove her initial bitter thoughts?  Might she be pardoned for holding them?  - - What 
unexpected blessings have we received from life in the form of financial security, talents, good health, or 
friends and family – blessings that came to us not because of our efforts or because we somehow 
deserved them?  Where did they come from?  Do we owe anything for them in return?  To whom might 
we owe anything? 

 

Chapter 30 

Gregory makes a grand gesture and buys Vivien an apartment.  What risk is he taking upon himself with 
so lavish a gift?  In what ways is it potentially a farewell gift – i.e. generosity driven by negativity?  - - 
When have we generously given a large gift to someone else, and it worked out?  What about other 
times, when it did not work out? 

Gregory uses the concept of gentlemanliness as an ideal, a crutch, a weapon, and an excuse.  What does 
it mean to be a gentleman?  Does it change over time?  - - What parts of the gentlemanly ideal do we 
believe remain relevant?  How can any of its potential downsides be minimized? 



 

The mishap with Sophie in the park brings forward the risks that Gregory has been trying to suppress 
and ignore.  Is there any way that he could have avoided this situation?  - - What are the difficult 
situations that our lack of straightforwardness may have caused in our own lives? 

Many romantic stories include a magical kiss.  What is Gregory and Vivien‘s kiss like?  How much of it is 
physical and how much of it is meditation and deeper self-awareness?  - - Have there been times of 
near-magical self-discovery in our own lives?  What situation brought them into being?  Was anyone else 
involved?  Were we alone? 

 

Chapter 31 

As Gregory’s relationship with Vivien progresses, he becomes more comfortable and opens up to 
happiness.  Is this Gregory evolving to become a better-adapted person, or is this Gregory at last 
behaving like the person he truly is?  - - What do we think might happen with us if we were to treat 
ourselves with love and support, so that we might thrive? 

Vivien is surprised to learn that Gregory was the masked man who embraced her in the street at Mardi 
Gras.  What part does physical connection play in relationships?  Can a marriage or courtship 
relationship be close without this compatible physical connection?  - - Do we experience physical 
connection to (or desire for) another person as being additive to the relationship or as being intoxicating 
and potentially misleading in the relationship – or both?  Is physical desire and connection to be trusted? 

Vivien discovers the soothing effervescence of slight intoxication.  How is her experience with bourbon 
similar to what Gregory seeks from his drinking?  How might it be different?  Should Gregory be drinking 
at all?  - - What is our own experience with alcohol?  Do we find it soothing?  Should we drink it at all?  
How have we set up our own limits? 

Vivien falls asleep in Gregory’s arms, ending their evening together.  - - No matter how close we are with 
someone, sleep pulls us away from them.  Who are we when we sleep?  And where are we?  Are we 
alone?  With the soles of the departed?  With God?  When we awake, we return – from where?  Why can 
we not remember? 

To please Sophie, Gregory eats a cupcake that he should not have tried to eat.  Why does he do it?  - - 
What foolish things do we do to fit in or to please others?  Is it tender-hearted to do so, or more like self-
disrespecting? 

From Vivien dunking to Gregory throwing up, increased intimacy brings with it everything – greater 
emotional depth and magic as well as more of fairytale-breaking real life.  Who is this likely to bother 
more: Gregory or Vivien?  - - How do we rank on the fairy-tale-versus-real-life scale?  What are the pros 
and cons of each end of the spectrum? 

Vivien’s mother having changed her mind about Gregory again, there are now complaints against him as 
an unnatural, immoral man, and against Vivien for spending time with him.  Does Vivien’s mother still 



 

have any right to comment on the choices of her grown daughter?  - - Have our own parents pushed 
their opinions of our behavior onto us well into our adulthood?  Is this out of an excess of care or out of a 
generational mismatch of morality, or just an inability to hold their opinions in check?  Have we ever 
done similar to our own older children or to our siblings or younger friends? 

 

Chapter 32 

Gregory and Vivien run into old-time small-town morality when asked by the bed and breakfast in to 
show their marriage license.  What made people ever think they needed to know the legal details of 
everyone’s intimate business?  - - The modern era has moved as far from this point as possible, with 
consenting adults who are otherwise law-abiding being left to themselves.  Has it caused any harm?  
Have there been any ripple-effect impacts on greater society? 

Just as many people dream of country living but their need to be close to jobs makes it impossible, so 
Gregory dreams of the country but his dietary needs make it impossible.  Is it not irony that an always-
healthy, extremely long lived, and very affluent man cannot have something so straightforward?  - - 
What are the dreams that we have of a simpler life?  Are our pastoral fantasies like Gregory’s? Or do we 
long for the beach or for exotic locales?  Is it really the dream of a place, or of a mind space that we 
crave? 

Gregory always feels a bit out of place and uncomfortable when he is not wearing his dark suit.  - - 
Which habits of ours constrain and limit us in a similar way?  What habits entomb us and give us the 
illusion of a sense of comfort and confidence?  Can we break these habits and expand our life horizons? 

Gregory’s fantasy of the tale of Psyche and Eros is in many ways the upbeat heart of the book.  It is 
sparkly, fun, and flirtatious, and it reminds the reader that Psyche and Eros had to overcome a lot in 
order to be together.  Do Gregory and Vivien imagine that they will have boundaries still to overcome, 
or do they think their struggles are all behind them?  - - When have we come around the bend in our 
lives only to discover another range of mountains up ahead of us?  What can we do to stay resilient and 
have faith in the light of life’s unexpected challenges?  If available to us, what role can piety and spiritual 
faith play to keep us strong? 

Storytelling and stories are very important to Gregory.  How does Vivien encourage him?  What is she 
hoping he will become comfortable enough to reveal?  Does Gregory use stories to reveal or to conceal 
things he is feeling?  - - What role does fantasy and fiction play in our own lives?  How is telling someone 
else a story different from just passively consuming a story, as entertainment? 

 

Chapter 33 

Gregory’s military service is both complicated and fought for the wrong reasons.  Net-net, was his 
wartime service a good thing or not a good thing?  Is his case different or perhaps not so different from 



 

most people’s military service?  - - What have we taken on to prove our worth?  How did it turn out for 
us?  Where does true self-worth really come from? 

In addition to his drinking problem, Gregory’s past with women looms disproportionately large in their 
conversation.  As Gregory went to war in large part because of an impaired ego, so is Vivien now also 
being driven by her own insecurities?  What is really important here in Gregory‘s tale?  - - When have 
people been telling us things but we are too caught up in our own emotions to hear what they are really 
trying to say?  We have perhaps caught a criticism of ourselves, or stumbled upon something we find 
unpleasant like Vivien’s jealousy, and we stop being able to hear what comes next.  Do others even 
realize how little we are able to listen to them in that moment?  How can we combat it? 

Gregory described a childhood torn apart by war.  How many people have grown up similarly 
throughout history?  How might it have shaped the adults they became?  - - When we live in times of 
peace, what do we forget to even worry about?  But even in peace times, there are traumas that can 
prematurely end childhood.  What else might injure children and young adolescents? 

Gregory has never fully recovered from the dislike his father bore him, and of the disappointment his 
mother felt in him.  What makes these kinds of early betrayals so hard to grow out of or to recover 
from?  - - No parent is perfect.  How did our own parents sometimes fail us?  Have we been able to let it 
go?  If we have become parents ourselves, how flawless have we been? 

 

Vivien is horrified that Gregory once pursued a series of low-attachment seductions purely for support.  
How do men and women view casual seductions differently?  What do they see the same?  - - What 
obligation do we have to hold our animal natures in check?  If we have found it relatively easy to do so, 
how do we look upon those who have struggled and failed more often in this area?  What are areas of 
morality where we ourselves have often failed? 

Vivien points out that women would never have been pardoned the kind of permissive behavior that 
Gregory seems to have justified to himself.  Is this double standard at last dying out, or is it still going 
strong?  - - Do we contribute to its longevity or are we actively trying to change mindsets on this? 

Gregory says that the longing behind all the lust was always for connection.  Why the struggle to fulfill a 
higher longing with a lower satisfaction?  Is the futility of it not apparent?  - - Do we ever do likewise?  Is 
this the inevitable fate of mankind – half animal and half god – or is there a way out?  What is 
enlightenment if not a way out? 

When Gregory says “I was easy to abuse” is that an excuse?  Self-loathing?  A statement of dry fact?  A 
wise insight?  - - There are a number of statements that we should never make about ourselves.  How 
might even seemingly small self-deprecation cause great harm when we do it from within ourselves, 
from inside our softest at least protected place? 

Gregory’s childhood home, which he once loved, becomes a source of heartache and he looks for a way 
to be rid of it.  Did he ever stop to imagine that if his relationship with Vivien takes a wrong turn, she 



 

may feel similarly depressed by the furnished apartment he has gifted her?  - - What are the places or 
things we once loved but that then became like a millstone around our necks? 

A long life seems great at first, but a long life full of depression does not.  Gregory describes his 
depression as “a kind of starving for love that seems to persist despite my external circumstances”, as if 
the care of others was unable to penetrate his heart.  Is intellectually knowing that he is cared for likely 
to be helpful if he is unable to feel it?  - - What are our own blind spots?  Where do we have to take 
things on faith because we are unable to see or feel them? 

 

Chapter 34 

Gregory and Vivien have gotten to Gregory’s last immense secret – what it is that his animal nature still 
truly desires.  What does he fear might happen if he confessed everything to Vivien?  - - How easy is it to 
speak honestly of our own baser desires?  If we always only hide or deny them, will we ever be able to 
rise above them to higher desires? 

In a classic dilemma common to many fairy tales, Gregory asks Vivien to name whatever she wants, that 
he will give her anything at all.  What inner besottedness causes us to throw all caution to the wind and 
promise such things or to make such an open-ended offer?  - - In most fairy tales, this is followed by a 
swift reversal of fortune that teaches a painful lesson.  Have we ever found ourselves exuberantly 
generous only to then have to greatly regret the offer?  What is the moral of this classic fairy tale lesson? 

 

Gregory unhelpfully describes how, in his opinion, women want to be physically conquered by men but 
they will never admit to it out loud, and a gentleman knows it but must never give into such a 
temptation.  Is Gregory describing a real problem?  How can any man possibly successfully walk such a 
tightrope? What if he acts and then it turns out he mistook his partner’s intentions?  - - As we continue 
to evolve as a society, how have we addressed this dilemma between the genders? 

Gregory’s intimacy hang-ups (some real and some imagined) make him reluctant to get into closer 
physical intimacy with Vivien.  How do his issues keep him selfishly enclosed in his own head, so that he 
entirely misses seeing Vivien’s side of the issue?  - - When have our private issues in our head limited our 
connection with others, or impaired our ability to see things from their point of view? 

For the first time, the reader has an intimate glance at what it is that Gregory does when he goes out in 
the evenings by himself, and the revelation is meant to shock.  How has Gregory managed to come to 
terms with the dreadful horrors of his new life?  What accompanying problems might his avoidance 
approach be creating?  - - How would we handle it if we had to live life on these terms? 

Gregory calls the flirtatious tug-of-wills between him and Vivien “the game”. What makes the game 
appealing and real?  What makes it dangerous?  - - What games of desire, control, submission, and 
potential miscommunication do we play in intimate situations?  What risks are we taking when we do? 



 

During their night together, Gregory attempts to hold on to control of the situation by subduing Vivien 
with alcohol.  Is this evil?  Understandable?  Pathetic?  - - What is the relationship between alcohol and 
intimacy?  How does it make us more bold, quiet our uncertainties, and pull our hidden animal longings 
to the surface?  In contrast, what does an intimate exchange with complete sobriety demand of us?  In 
what way does intimacy and physical release pull us up out of our hiding place within the animal shell 
that we live in, and make our hearts ache for higher things?  Can meditation do something similar? 

As Vivien falls asleep, Gregory thinks that if he could only bottle up the happiness in that one moment, 
he would never feel heartache again.  Can he hold on to that moment – or to any moment?  - - Is there 
another way past heartache, besides bottling up an exact past experience?  How might prayer and 
meditation perhaps more effectively serve this purpose? 

The morning dawns on a changed relationship between Gregory and Vivien.  How do they feel now 
about things?  How difficult was it for them to finally reach this point of greater honesty?  - - When have 
we experienced a similar cathartic experience with someone?  Perhaps after a revelation of a secret, or 
after a fight, or after a first intimacy?  What barriers do we usually hold up that have to fall before we 
can experience this newness and lightness of spirit? 

 

 

 

Chapter 35 

Vivien’s great joy at her new relationship with Gregory and his proposal of marriage make her wonder if 
extreme passionate attachment was always a real emotion and only she had rationally and calmly 
doubted its existence.  How can a romantic person bring real romance into the life of someone not of a 
romantical mindset?  - - Do we believe in love at first sight, in soulmates, in the romantic ideal of love, in 
magical connection?  Are these feelings real or merely temporary – or both? 

Vivien makes an unrealistic and dangerous request of Gregory.  As he couldn’t say no to the request of a 
four-year-old that he eat a cupcake, we can hardly be surprised that he does nothing to defend himself.  
What is he trying to prove with his submissive compliance to this unreasonable request?  - - What have 
we agreed to although we knew full well that we shouldn’t have?  What abuses of ourselves have we 
allowed?  What risks did that bring upon us? 

Vivien attempts to speak aloud what Gregory really is, but he refuses to let her speak the words.  How 
deep must his denial go if he cannot even hear the words spoken?  - - What do we deny most deeply to 
ourselves?  Might that not be an invaluable subject for meditation, and a potential seed for much self-
wisdom? 

Gregory hears in Vivien’s obsession with his true nature questions that bury him as an individual. One 
lover’s soul to another, why should his nature matter?  Nature is generalized; Gregory is always an 



 

impassioned individualist.  Is Vivien really failing to see him when she asks about whether or not he 
belongs to a certain broader sub-group of creatures?  - - How do we want other people to think of us?  
As someone of a certain gender, age, race, culture, or personality type?  Or as an un-groupable, special 
individual who is like no one else?  How do we often think of others?  As unique persons or as members 
of a certain group? 

Gregory and Ferdinand almost always provide an interesting contrast of personalities.  How long has 
Gregory pined for a true soulmate-to-soulmate love, while Ferdinand has seemingly content himself 
with the thought that the world is “full of beautiful if all slightly incompatible women waiting to meet 
me“?  Are Ferdinand’s remarks to be taken at face value, or might he also be hiding some 
disappointments behind his flippant and lighthearted remarks?  - - What standard anecdotes or turns of 
phrase do we hide our deeper truths behind when engaging in casual social banter? 

The story of Gregory and Vivien in New Orleans is a classic Halloween tale, complete with a still-
handsome if corpse-like lover.  Vivien is the last to figure out what everyone else has already guessed 
about Gregory’s true nature.  How might Gregory have prevented the disaster that overtakes them if 
only he had been open and honest with Vivien?  Could she have handled the truth?  - - Why does the 
supernatural Halloween-story lover persist in modern literature and culture?  What elements keep 
drawing us back to these dark, supernatural characters?  How is a supernatural lover like a god, to a 
mortal? 

Vivien is ready to throw overboard everything she knows of Gregory, including years of friendship and 
tenderness and generosity with him, as her fears overwhelm her.  She is ready to condemn him for a 
murder she supposes he committed, although she does not have complete evidence that this was so.  - - 
How might we fall into a situation where we are ready to believe in someone’s guilt without full 
evidence?  What if such a situation happened to us and we were the innocent ones?  Is this perhaps why 
truth and justice are such cornerstones of our public institutions? 

Gregory vanishes through the hotel window like Eros flew out of the window of his palace once Psyche 
had broken her trust with him.  In what other ways does Gregory and Vivien’s tale mirror that of Psyche 
and Eros?  - - Why has myth of Psyche and Eros lasted so long and been so popular?  Is Gregory strictly 
like the god and Vivien like the mortal, or might there perhaps be higher things that Gregory could 
eventually come to learn from Vivien as well? 

Nadine reads Vivien the passage from the Bible that many agree is the best description of higher love 
ever written.  How far has Vivien’s love for Gregory been from this higher ideal, as one violent 
misunderstanding has revealed?  - - When do we love like this, to this elevated ideal?  How can 
contemplation of this higher kind of love inspire us to “up our gam”e in our relationships with others? 

Vivien’s conversation with Wolf exposes Wolf’s bitterness at the pain that Vivien has caused his friend.   
It also exposes some usually very well-hidden jealousy of Vivien since she has Gregory’s love and 
attention in a way that Wolf does not.  What could Wolf have done to be kinder to Vivien?  Or did Vivien 
need his harshness in order to move on for a time without Gregory?  - - What harsh messages have we 
received from others that we didn’t want to hear but that were ultimately necessary for us to move on? 



 

Vivien needs to find Gregory again quickly so that she can put things right, but also because she fears 
that it will be too late for their relationship if he comes back into her life when she is older.  How is the 
pressure of the passage of time driving her worries?  Is it merely that she knows Gregory loves youth 
and beauty, and she will soon lose both?  - - How does time pressure us?  What do we fear about 
growing older?  Do we worry about the loss of stature, affection, and beauty looming in our own 
futures? 

 

Chapter 36 

As his troubles overtake him, Gregory returns to drink.  How does his visit to Ferdinand’s special beach 
cause him to pause and to reevaluate his options?  - - Is there a magical place that we have been to that 
has served our souls?  Is this perhaps what was at the heart of the medieval concept of holy pilgrimage?  
Where in the world might we imagine going that would be akin for us to making a special spiritual 
pilgrimage? 

Rio finds Gregory in a semi-deathlike emotional state, a long period of mourning and recovery.  How 
does he get through it?  What might have helped him to get through this process more quickly?  - - Have 
we been through periods of mourning and recovery?  What helped us to finally turn the corner and begin 
getting better? 


